Author Guidelines
The MCG 2018 Papers will be published in the series “Bornimer Agricultural Engineering Reports”.
The series Bornimer Agricultural Engineering Reports BAB (ISSN 0947-7314) covers research reports as
well as conference proceedings or abstract collections of national and international conferences which
have been organized or co-organized by ATB. The series is availabe open access. Issues can also be
ordered as print version (www.atb-potsdam.de/bab) .
1 Scope and layout
Language of the contributions is English.
The contributions including figures and tables should be no longer than 8 ! DIN A4 pages, and be submitted as Word documents. Text should be 1.5-line spaced using a consistent font throughout, preferably
Arial, 11-point. Please do not use any other layout or formatting: no hyphenation (also no manual hyphens), no headers / footers, ….
2 Structure
Mandatory elements:
- Title (concise and informative; title should ideally state the key finding or frame a question)
- Complete names of the authors with official addresses
- Correspondence author with contact details (tel and email)
- Abstract (max 200 words, usable as a stand-alone document)
- 5 - 8 key words (in alphabetical order)
- Arrange the article under the consecutive chapters summary, introduction, materials and methods,
results, discussion, acknowledgements/funding/etc. and references
3 Figures, Tables, Equations
Refer to all diagrams, graphs and photographs as 'Figures'. Figures and Tables should be selfexplanatory.
Figures, tables and equations are numbered consecutively and inserted into the text – figures with concise
(single-sentence) informative captions below, tables with headings. In the text, please indicate the corresponding figure and table references numbered consecutively eg (Fig. 1) or (Table 1).
Please pay attention to the readability of tables and diagrams: Ensure that, after reduction of DIN A4, they
will be compatible with the print format DIN A5. Use sans serif fonts such as Arial for labelling axes,
legends, etc in graphs.
Formulas and equations must be written according to the standards (SI units).
Diagrams and graphs: Present diagrams and graphs on a white background
Photos etc: Please include images in printable quality (300dpi) and, if possible, provide the images in the
original format (jpg, tif, etc.) as separate files.
Copyright: Please indicate the image proof (copyright) for all submitted images.
4 References
Citations in the text should take the following format: Single author (Meier, 2017); two-author (Meier &
Schmidt, 2017); three or more authors (Müller et al., 2017). Where different references would appear identical when cited in this manner, use letters after the date in the citations and reference list (Müller et al.,
2012a,b). Order lists of references in date order (oldest first), and alphabetically when of the same date.
List references alphabetically at the end of the text.

